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Origin In the mid to late s, the land was settled by Charles Graymalkin and his wife Marcia. Little is known
about the this period, although Charles did bury his son alive after beating him nearly to death, due to finding
him having intimate relations with another boy from town. Charles Xavier was born and raised in the mansion.
Marko and his son, Cain lived at the mansion thereafter. Sharon died not long after the marriage, and the
ownership of the estate passed on to Charles. Xavier worked with fellow mutation expert, Dr. Karl Lykos , as
well as Dr. Moira MacTaggert , and they began discussing the idea of founding a school for mutants. In
exchange for teaching him about the present, Cable aided Xavier in equipping the mansion with advanced
technology. Together the formed the original X-Men. A war room was also added to the subterranean levels.
Realizing that the Danger Room had mutated and become sentient, but still needing to train his X-Men,
Professor Xavier made the choice to ignore and hide the lifeform. Professor X agreed to pass on the title while
his ancestral home was renamed the Xavier Institute for Higher Learning. While the Massachusetts Academy
operated as a training facility for younger mutants, the Institute acted as the headquarters of the X-Men. After
defeating Bastion, the X-Men moved back into the mansion and restocked it. After Scott learned that Cable
was his infant son returned from the future an adult, Cyclops offered X-Force a headquarters at the mansion.
After finding him hiding from the genocide of his own race superiors, Professor X gave Fiz , an alien Skrull ,
temporary asylum at the mansion. After this revelation, the Xavier Institute once again opened its doors to
students, this time with a greatly increased enrollment. The school continued to face challenges from outside,
such as protesters and the fanatic cult, the U-Men , but they also faced challenges from within, such as a
possessed Professor X, [30] a student -led riot, [31] and Xorn forming a new Brotherhood of students and
destroying the mansion. Unfortunately, Jean died in the confrontation with Xorn. Cyclops and Emma Frost
became co-headmasters and rebuilt the school with a new larger design, using funds from Angel. Emma and
Cyclops later arranged to have the remaining depowered students evacuated in secret, for their own protection,
but the bus they boarded was attacked and the children were murdered by the Purifiers. However, with most of
the X-Men busy on missions and the Danger Room inoperable due to it escaping, [39] Prodigy was motivated
to designed the Danger Cave , in the caverns beneath the school, utilizing hard-light hologram technology
similar to the Danger Room. They destroyed the mansion. After the final battle for the Messiah Baby and the
near-death of Professor Xavier, the X-Men briefly disbanded, relocated to San Francisco and the mansion
ruins were left vacant. When Cable returned from the future with Hope Summers , they traveled to the site of
the school, unaware that it had been destroyed. Luckily the X-Men arrived to save the pair. Additionally, the
facility was completely self-sufficient, generating its own power and growing its own food. On the opening
day, Beast accidentally left a dimension door open and the campus was infested with inter-dimensional
gremlins, called Bamfs. However, instead of returning it to Westchester County , new X-Men leader Kitty
Pryde decided to move the school to the middle of Central Park to help its residents gain exposure as part of
her plan to consolidate the X-Men as heroes. Originally designed as a Neoclassical mansion, the current
structure resembles a much more futuristic style. Grounds The grounds of the Xavier Estate remain largely
unchanged. Located outside of Salem Center , the grounds have large open fields, surrounding woods, and a
beach on Breakstone Lake. The school grounds are now sentient as they are currently inhabited by the
grandchild of the original Krakoa that asked to join the X-Men after attacking them by the orders of the
Hellfire Club. Boathouse On the edge of Breakstone Lake, a boathouse was constructed. Although the
mansion and underground bunker was significantly advanced, the boathouse was simple in design. Used as the
newlywed home of Cyclops and Phoenix , the boathouse only contained communication technology, linking it
to the mansion and bunker. It is unknown if this structure is still standing. Cemetery A small cemetery is
located on grounds. Previously a swimming pool and a Phoenix-shaped memorial statue were located in the
courtyard. Utilizing hard-light hologram technology similar to the Danger Room , the Danger Cave served as a
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place for the New X-Men to train for combat. During this time it served as living quarters and training area.
Chapter 3 : The X-Men Grieve Cable's Death in X-Men: The Exterminated #1
Go behind the scenes at the X-Men School and learn all about its famous students. Stunning photographs combine with
lively illustrations and engaging, age-appropriate stories in DK Readers, a multilevel reading program guaranteed to
capture children's interest while developing their reading skills and general knowledge.
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Get this from a library! The X-Men school. [Michael Teitelbaum] -- An account of the X-Men School, founded by
Professor X, including how future X-Men are trained in its Danger Room.
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